GIAOLA-LU MEETS THE INTERNATIONAL WATERS
******
Tailored to her Mexican client’s specifications by Bilgin’s design team in
conjunction with Unique Yacht Design and H2, BILGIN 155 was seen off to
international waters…
********
25.07.2016-ISTANBUL: BILGIN 155 was delivered to her owner successfully last Friday
(22.07.2016) from West İstanbul Marina, where she was berthed for sea trials and final
interior arrangements. As announced by the luxury boat builder, she was seen off to
international waters by the team who has worked diligently on her until the very last
moment to ensure it would meet the exacting demands of the Bilgin family.
Named GIAOLA-LU by her Mexican owner, BILGIN 155 offers superb accommodation and
amenities for her guests in comfort, style and elegance. This was fully custom superyacht
for the client who arrived in Istanbul for the delivery as an extended family of 3
generations. As the layout of spaces was according to indoor/outdoor family living and
accommodating a large number of guests, they stayed on board while BILGIN 155 team
was dealing with the final arrangements. “GIAOLA-LU and the team became immediately
a part of our client’s family” says Yıldırım Bilgen, Bilgin Yachts Senior Sales Manager.
“Together they worked out the final details of the transfer. They said that they were more
than happy to see the dedicated efforts of our team and showed their gratitud
e in a very nice way by calling the team back on board just after delivery to give them
small presents.”
The most distinctive characteristic of BILGIN 155 is her network infrastructure that allows
one to control the sound system, climate controls, lighting, curtains, televisions and
cameras via an application that works on any mobile device. She also has a crucial
entertainment system, supplied by Harman Kardon.
BILGIN 155 is expected to be back on Turkish waters after two weeks for her exterior
shots in which she will be playing the lead role in a setting where green meets blue…

ABOUT BILGIN 155 (GIAOLA-LU)
BILGIN 155 is a 46.8 metre steel/aluminium motor yacht, H2 designed for Bilgin Yachts Shipyard,
two years ago. Unique Yacht Design and Bilgin has worked in cooperation for her system design.
The most recent vessel of the Bilgin’s displacement line, BILGIN 155 has a beam of 9.20 metres
and a draft of 2.45 metres. Designed and equipped to RINA Commercial Class Maltese Cross Hull,
Mach, Y unrestricted and LY3 regulations, she will be able to be used for unrestricted coastal and

offshore cruising around Europe, Mediterranean, Atlantic and the Caribbean. She also features a
steel hull and an aluminum superstructure in accordance with the rules and regulations of her
recognized classification society and flag state. Designed for an optimum combination of sailing
performance and comfort, her specifications are truly impressive. Powered by two CAT C32
1450bhp 2300 rpm Marine Diesel Engines, she is expected to reach a maximum speed of 16
knots. She is fitted in accordance with regulations A1+A2+A3 unrestricted navigation.

